India is a country with a legacy of colonial rule. It is a polity which evolved in stages from a highly centralised and authoritarian government to a quasi-federal parliamentary democracy. The socio-economic order, in correspondence, evolved from a primarily rural, self-sufficient feudal system to a colonial-industrial order, linked to a world market. After independence state-initiated development along capitalist lines is to be found in a country which professes to follow a socialist model of development. The long path of evolution of the Indian polity and society from pre-British to British to post-independence phase makes it a cogent and interesting subject for research.

Understanding the evolution of the Indian State and Society through a particular model provided by A.R. Desai is the principal object of the present study. A.R. Desai—the noted Indian Marxist Sociologist—provided, in a traditional and orthodox manner, the interpretations of Indian State and Society through the methodology of Historical Materialism. The socio-political thoughts of Desai are distinctive because the Marxist paradigm, in his own conception, is the most relevant in comprehending properly the transformation that is taking place in Indian society and its various subsystems.

The complexity of Indian socio-political order is not amenable to simple explanations. There are a variety of approaches to interpret the socio-political developments and the multi-causal problems arising out of them. However, as Desai is of the opinion, these approaches do not transcend the bourgeois matrix of liberal-pluralist philosophical postulates. According to him, in a country where “socialism” is supposed to be the proclaimed ideal of development, but capitalist development is ruthlessly pursued in practice, only the Marxist approach can study the various aspects of specific social-formulations in the context of the specific socio-political situation in India.
The present study, therefore, aims at understanding Desai’s interpretations of Indian polity and society through the Marxist approach which recognises the dialectics of evolutionary as well as revolutionary changes, of the occurrence of breaks in historical continuity in transition from one socio-economic formation to another and the peculiar problems in the context of this transition.

There are a number of works dealing with Indian polity and society, both Marxist as well as non-Marxist. But the distinctiveness of Desai’s dialectical approach has not yet been comprehensively studied. A close perusal of Desai’s works will lead to a comprehensive idea about Indian polity and society. This is the endeavour of this dissertation.

Desai, as a Marxist political sociologist, has analysed the dominant socio-political realities of his time. At one level I have tried to identify, analyse and explain these socio-political realities. At another level, I have noted how Desai’s ideological orientation has helped him to give a comprehensive view about Indian society and polity.

In order to develop a Marxist interpretation of Indian society and polity Desai made important empirical studies. In all aspects he provided a consistently Marxist interpretation of the various issues involved. To make a comprehensive study of his thoughts I have divided the proposed work into several chapters. There is a brief introduction which includes his life and times. It is followed, in the next chapter, by the theoretical orientation and methodological approach of Desai. In the first section I have tried to make a comparative study between some non-Marxist approaches and Desai’s professed methodology of Historical Materialism. In the second section I have projected Desai’s distinctiveness among contemporary Indian Marxist scholars.

The following chapters involve a study of the Indian situation in its various aspects, namely, Nationalism, State, Agrarian Society and Peasant Question, and finally, Protest Movements and Social Change. In the process I
have explored the evolution of Desai's thought from the pre-independence situation to its post-independence manifestations. Finally, in conclusion I have tried to assess Desai's contribution to the development of the dialectical approach to the study of Indian society and polity in the light of criticisms that have rejected the ideological position taken by Desai.

I remain indebted to many people for the help they have extended me in the course of this research. First, I wish to extend my profound gratitude to my research supervisor Professor Bholanath Bandyopadhyay, Professor, Department of Sociology, Calcutta University, who has supervised this work with great patience and has continuously helped me with his expert advice and suggestions. I am equally grateful to Prof. Amritava Banerjee, formerly of the Department of Political Science, Asutosh College, Kolkata and Prof. Sobhanlal Dattagupta, Surendranath Banerjee Professor of Political Science (Retd.), Calcutta University for their valuable inputs and constant encouragement.
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I am indebted to Prof. Neeraben Desai, wife of Dr. A.R. Desai and herself a reputed sociologist and politico-social activist in her own right, for very valuable insights into the life and thoughts of Dr. A.R. Desai which helped me to
understand a little of Dr. Desai as a person. She showed a lot of interest in the project but could not see the finished product as she passed away at the end of June 2009, a few days after I had met her at her Mumbai residence on June 3, 2009. I am also grateful to Professors Udai Mehta, Manorama Savur and Indra Munshi who were all students, associates and colleagues of Dr. A.R. Desai, whose reminiscences were invaluable for both my work as well as getting an insight into the personality of Dr. Desai. Last, but not the least, I wish to extend my gratitude to Prof. Kamla Ganesh, head of the Department of Sociology, Mumbai University, who made it possible to meet the abovemenioned students-cum-colleagues of Dr. Desai as well as viewing his doctoral dissertation in the University Library.
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